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If we plot the observed mass and radius of Sirius's com-
panion on the theoretical curve for collapsed stellar bodies
(Figure 45), we shall see that its present radius is still 2.5
times larger than it should be in its final state. This fact
suggests that this particular white dwarf has not yet quite
reached the final stage of its contraction, or that the present
estimate of its radius is wrong by at least a factor of two.
WHEN OUR SUN IS DYING
There is hardly any doubt that, after several billions of
years, our Sun, in its decline, will look rather as Sirius's
companion looks at present. At that distant future date
the visible angular diameter of the Sun, as seen from the
surface of the earth, will be about the same as the present
visible diameter of the planet Jupiter, so that an ignorant
observer would classify the Sun as an extremely bright
distant star.
In spite of this small angular diameter of the "Sun-star,"
its light will still be considerably more intense than that
of any other star in the sky. The illumination of the surface
of our planet in the middle of the day will be 1000 times
brighter than that given by the full moon, but the moon
itself will be so poorly illuminated by the dying Sun that
it will be practically invisible. The temperature of the
earth will drop down to 200 degrees below the freezing-
point (—328° F.), making any kind of life on the earth's
surface quite impossible. But all these inconveniences of
darkness and cold will probably be of no importance to
humanity, which, as we have seen in Chapter V, will have
been burned to death by the increasing solar activity long
before the ultimate contraction and thermal death com-
mences.

